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ABSTRACT
Personal Artificial Intelligence, or PAI, gives humans the ability to augment
themselves. A decentralized network can provide public infrastructure so that
Personal Artificial Intelligences can improve and interact with one another.
Decentralization minimizes the need for counterparty trust with incentives to
optimize individual freedoms rather than centralized profit. Digital signatures
are used to sign and provision data. Personal data has a chain of custody with
tools for permission and revocation. The network seeks to protect personal
information while also providing channels for communication and transaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data is flooding the world. And the data being generated in ever-increasing quantities every day,
all around the globe, has tremendous value: it serves to train, inform, operate, and improve the new
technologies that are changing people’s relationships not only with businesses and governments but
with each other—and even with themselves. Data is the lifeblood that fuels the exponential growth of
sophisticated software. It breathes life into algorithms.
The advent of Personal Artificial Intelligence (PAI)1 holds out the prospect of a bold new future with
many distinct advantages, but one that is not lacking in challenges. A future in which our PAIs respond
to emails, organize our calendars, teach us a new language, and answer questions on our behalf requires
robust infrastructure. Many of the advantages and challenges of building this infrastructure involve data.

The data fed to a PAI typically originates with a human author. It informs the PAI to behave like—and
take on the persona of—its human counterpart. A PAI learns how to model its behavior by training on
the personal data provided to it. Since this data is the essence or spirit of the PAI, and a PAI is the closest
digital approximation of a human being, the value of this PAI-specific data is arguably higher than that of
ordinary web-interaction data.
This personal data also has value outside of the individual Human:PAI relationship. For example, if
someone’s PAI becomes particularly good at image recognition, other PAIs in the ecosystem can benefit
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from that learned behavior. Owners can be compensated for the effort that they put into training their
PAIs through a data-transfer marketplace. The specific algorithms and data that evolves from training can
be sold on a market where other PAIs reap the benefits and where the original creators are compensated
when others make use of their work. In this way, PAI owners are incentivized to improve their PAIs. The
larger PAI community benefits when one individual becomes exceptionally good at a specific task—and
that individual benefits by selling the fruits of her labor.
The current trajectory for the information economy is not sustainable. Surrendering our personal data
to others, without compensation, has unfortunately become the status quo. Technology companies
today vacuum up vast quantities of user data, which they deploy for advertising, recommendations, and
many other features. This would be less deplorable if users were aware of what and how much personal
information they were giving up, but in many cases they haven’t knowingly given permission for their
data to be harvested and used in these ways. As it stands, the ecosystem for the sharing of personal data
lacks transparency and, therefore, accountability. The quality of data naturally increases when its creators
are appropriately compensated, yet the existing community of web-based mega-organizations takes
users’ data without compensating them directly. By hiding these costs, companies are able to benefit
from information asymmetry.2 The hidden expense is incurred by people using services such as social
networking, search, and email.
In this current ecosystem, individuals are unable to capture the value of their data, because they have lost
control of its dissemination. Its value accrues instead to tech firms, to banks, to advertisers, and—it hardly
needs saying—to malware authors and identity thieves. People’s personal data is a valuable commodity—
but not one they can cash in on. This existing model is unsustainable because it concentrates the data
economy in the hands of the few and leaves the general public out in the cold.
PAI Blockchain will serve as the public infrastructure necessary to upend this status quo, enabling people
to own, provision, revoke access permission for, and conduct commerce with their personal data. They will
be able to do this transparently and without having to rely on trusted central parties that may or may not
be worthy of trust.
PAIs learn to think and behave like people because each one learns from the data of a specific person as
well as from the data of that person’s community. PAIs excel when their ecosystem is driven by metrics
that benefit the rights of individuals and the communities to which they belong. This starts with placing
privacy, ownership of data, and permissioned access above centralized profit.
The blockchain industry has enjoyed a huge infusion of capital in recent months. Most of the new
funds have come from cryptocurrency users themselves—so-called retail investors—participating in
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crowdfunded token sales, which not only provide a way for open-source projects to raise money to
finance the development of their networks but also link their success with the participation and profit of
their user-constituents. From January through September 2017, initial coin offerings3 raised a total of $2.2
billion for various blockchain projects, more than three times as much as venture capital firms invested
in the industry during the same period, according to Novum Insights. Under the old model, represented
by venture capital firms, the largest profits accrue to a few wealthy early investors. The old model makes
users second-class citizens. But the blockchain industry is breaking that model.
As blockchains move old industries to on-chain dependencies, money and data will become synonymous
with one another and their flows will become increasingly transparent. This will incentivize entrepreneurs
to work more closely with their customers, cutting the strings that come from third-party capital and
creating an overall higher level of accountability to their users. If caring about the success of a startup
could be quantified as a variable coefficient, that coefficient would increase as users were directly
incentivized to participate in a company’s growth.
An information economy driven by proper incentives and compensation will create new frontiers for
entrepreneurship. For many businesses, a primary objective will be the amalgamation of comprehensive
datasets. Lucrative opportunities await those companies that can facilitate the secure storage of data and
broker it responsibly. PAI augmentation itself will create entirely new markets.
The futuristic nature of PAI technology has inspired infrastructure which facilitates that future—while
transcending the norms of data appropriation. Not only individuals but companies could benefit from
new methods of data provision and compensation, from shifting to a radical and sustainable PAI-based
model.

2. METHODOLOGY
PAI Blockchain operates through the combination of three distinct modules:
(1)

The Authentication Layer controls relationships that exist in the PAI ecosystem.

(2)

The Blockchain Layer houses a record of network transactions as well as protocols
for peer-to-peer engagement.

(3)

The Data Layer indexes encrypted data, peer-to-peer, with hashed references.

The Blockchain Layer is the consensual fabric that marries people and data. The project is open source
and encourages public contributions to the codebase.
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The initial implementation builds on top of Elliptical Curve Cryptography, Bitcoin, and Bittorrent in order
to satisfy the requirements of the three modules respectively.

3. CONCLUSION
We are already living through the ongoing paradigm shift known as the information economy. And now
a new paradigm is emerging with the advent of useful artificial intelligence. Project PAI wants to build
toward a future in which the underlying technologies of both are intertwined with the people who use
them. A digital grid with clusters of information, informed by the ownership of personal data, will create
a new digital frontier for us to explore together. The systems described here work together to lay the
foundation for the PAI ecosystem in order for it to flourish. They can be amended as necessary, while
always striving to stay in sync with open source and open infrastructure initiatives.
Fundamentally, the PAI Blockchain system seeks simultaneously to provide a sustainable community
in which PAIs can interact with their human counterparts and to upend the traditional notion that data
doesn’t belong to the individuals who produce it.
The system’s amendable public infrastructure will require constant involvement and improvement from
its community. We hope that you will be a part of that community, create your PAI, and join in pushing
technology to new heights—while never forgetting that you are the most important element.
If we keep dreaming of worlds we may never see, they will be here sooner than we could have imagined.
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